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NoViolet Bulawayo, Percival Everett, Alan Garner, Shehan Karunatilaka, Claire Keegan and 

Elizabeth Strout are today, Tuesday September 6, announced as the six authors shortlisted for the 

Booker Prize 2022.  

 

 The chosen six books are ‘set in different places at different times [and] are all about 

events that in some measure happen everywhere, and concern us all’, according to Chair of 

judges Neil MacGregor 

 The six shortlisted authors represent five different nationalities and four continents, with an 

equal split of men and women on the list 

 Zimbabwean author NoViolet Bulawayo makes her second shortlist appearance with Glory, 

following We Need New Names in 2013 

 The majority of the shortlist is inspired by real events, from the Sri Lankan civil war and the 

fall of Mugabe to the Magdalene laundries scandal and the murder of Emmett Till 

 The list features the oldest author ever to be shortlisted: octogenarian Alan Garner with 

Treacle Walker; he will celebrate his 88th birthday on the night of the winner ceremony  

 Half of the list is published by independent publishers, including first time appearances from 

Influx Press and Sort of Books  

 At 116 pages, Claire Keegan’s Small Things Like These is the shortest book by page numbers 

to be recognised in the prize’s history – the shortest to win was Offshore by Penelope 

Fitzgerald (1979) at 132 pages. Although Treacle Walker is shorter by word count  

 Find out more information at The Booker Prizes website, including 6 things readers need to 

know about the 2022 shortlist (will go live at 7.30pm)  

 

The shortlist was revealed this evening by the Chair of judges, Neil MacGregor, live from an event 

at the Serpentine Pavilion in London, and streamed to readers around the world via the Booker 

Prizes website and social media channels. The six shortlisted authors each receive £2,500 and a 

specially bound edition of their book.  

https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/prize-years/2022
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/99nznsgg91hhvs7/AABrNUBe6hJrrEetHX2syQXXa?dl=0
https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/features/six-things-you-need-to-know-about-the-booker-prize-2022-shortlist
https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/features/six-things-you-need-to-know-about-the-booker-prize-2022-shortlist
https://thebookerprizes.com/
https://thebookerprizes.com/
https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/features/behind-the-scenes-the-booker-prize-and-book-binding


 

 

This year’s shortlist were chosen by the 2022 judging panel: cultural historian, writer and broadcaster 

Neil MacGregor (Chair); academic and broadcaster Shahidha Bari; historian Helen Castor; novelist 

and critic M John Harrison; and novelist, poet and professor Alain Mabanckou. 

 

Their selection was made from 169 novels published between October 1, 2021 and September 30, 

2022 and submitted to the prize by publishers. The Booker Prize is open to works by writers of any 

nationality, written in English and published in the UK or Ireland.  

 

Readers of the six shortlisted books will witness the story of an uprising, told by a vivid chorus of 

animal voices; unpick a blackly comic murder mystery, which harks back to the real-life murder of 

the young Emmett Till; explore an introspective young mind trying to make sense of the world around 

him, in a fable that explores time, childhood, language, science and landscape; experience life after 

death in Sri Lanka in a noir investigation set against the surreal vision of the Sri Lankan civil wars; 

travel to Ireland where a community is in denial of its central secret in a novel dedicated to the 

unmarried mothers and children incarcerated in the Magdalene laundries; and visit one of literature’s 

immortal characters, Lucy Barton, in a tale about love, loss, and the family secrets that can erupt 

and bewilder us at any time. 

 

The 2022 shortlist is: 

 

Author (Nationality)  Title (imprint) 

NoViolet Bulawayo (Zimbabwean) Glory (Chatto & Windus, Vintage, Penguin Random House) 

Percival Everett (US) The Trees (Influx Press) 

Alan Garner (British) Treacle Walker (4th Estate, HarperCollins) 

Shehan Karunatilaka (Sri Lankan) The Seven Moons of Maali Almeida (Sort of Books) 

Claire Keegan (Irish) Small Things Like These (Faber) 

Elizabeth Strout (US) Oh William! (Viking, Penguin General, Penguin Random House) 

 

Neil MacGregor, Chair of the 2022 judges, says: 

 

‘These six books we believe speak powerfully about important things. Set in different places at 

different times, they are all about events that in some measure happen everywhere, and concern 

us all. Each written in English, they demonstrate what an abundance of Englishes there are, how 

many distinct worlds, real and imaginary, exist in that simple-seeming space, the Anglosphere.  

 

‘Two — Oh, William! and Treacle Walker —  are about the inner life, as a young boy and a middle-

aged woman, in their particular ways, come to a new understanding of who they are and what 

they might become. The other four books address long national histories of cruelty and injustice, 

in Sri Lanka and Ireland, Zimbabwe and the United States, and in each case the enduring historical 

tensions provide the dilemmas in which the characters, like their societies, are put on the rack.   
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https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/judges/helen-castor
https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/judges/m-john-harrison
https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/authors/alain-mabanckou
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‘Why did we choose these six?   

 

‘In every one, the author uses language not only to tell us what happens, but to create a world 

which we, outsiders, can enter and inhabit — and not merely by using words from local languages 

or dialects. NoViolet Bulawayo’s incantatory repetitions induct us all into a Zimbabwean 

community of memory and expectation, just as Alan Garner’s shamanic obliquities conjure a realm 

that reason alone could never access. Percival Everett and Shehan Karunatilaka spin fantastical 

verbal webs of Gothic horror — and humour — that could not be further removed from the 

hypnotic, hallucinatory clarity of Claire Keegan’s and Elizabeth Strout’s pared-down prose. Most 

important, all affirm the importance and the power of finding and sharing the truth.’    

 

Gaby Wood, Director of the Booker Prize Foundation, adds: 

 

‘When this year’s Booker Prize judges sat down to decide on their shortlist, every one of the 13 

books on their longlist remained in such strong contention that they knew the meeting was likely 

to last all day. And indeed it did. This was not a day of arguments but of re-readings, re-

configurations, relish.   

 

‘The shortlist that eventually emerged shows great geographical breadth as well as linguistic and 

conceptual agility. Together, these six novels look at history and at the lives of individuals with 

wit, courage and rage, allowing us to see the world through many sets of supremely perceptive 

eyes.’  

 

 

The 2022 winner announcement, shortlist events and winner event 

 

The 2022 winner will be announced on Monday October 17 in an award ceremony held at the 

Roundhouse and fully in person for the first time since 2019. The winner receives £50,000 and can 

expect international recognition and a dramatic increase in global book sales. 

 

The announcement will be broadcast live as part of a Front Row special on BBC Radio 4 from 9.15-

10.00pm, with TV coverage expected to run on BBC News at Ten and news channels. 

 

Ahead of the winner announcement, there will be two opportunities for readers to hear from the 

shortlisted authors in person. In an event held in partnership with Waterstones, the writers will 

appear in conversation at the Shaw Theatre in Kings Cross, London, on Friday October 14. Chaired 

by broadcaster and journalist Bidisha, the six authors will each deliver a reading from their 

shortlisted book. 

 

The following day, on Saturday October 15, the shortlisted authors will be take part in The Times & 

The Sunday Times Cheltenham Literature Festival. The Booker Prize shortlist event will be chaired 

by Director of the Booker Prize Foundation, Gaby Wood.  

 

The 2021 Booker Prize for Fiction was won by Damon Galgut with The Promise. In the two weeks 

after it won the 2021 Booker Prize The Promise sold 1,925% more copies in the UK than it had in the 

previous two weeks. According to The Bookseller, in the 12 weeks after his win, Galgut sold more 

https://thebookerprizes.com/events-whats-on-and-dates-for-your-diary
https://thebookerprizes.com/events-whats-on-and-dates-for-your-diary
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copies of his books that he had in the previous 17 years since first being published in the UK. Rights 

to The Promise have been sold in 35 territories. 

 

The first public event with the Booker Prize 2022 winner takes place on Thursday October 20 at 

Southbank Centre’s Queen Elizabeth Hall as part of London Literature Festival 2022, alongside Galgut, 

who will hand over the baton. The 2022 winner and Galgut are in conversation with novelist and 

former lawyer Sara Collins. 

 

Information about the 2022 shortlisted authors 
 

 
 

 NoViolet Bulawayo is shortlisted for her second novel. Her debut, We Need New Names, 

was shortlisted for the 2013 Man Booker Prize, the Guardian First Book Award and the 

Barnes & Noble Discover Award, and won a Betty Trask Award, Hemingway Foundation/PEN 

Award, Hurston-Wright Legacy Award, the Etisalat Prize and the Los Angeles Times Book 

Prize for First Fiction. She has also won the Caine Prize for African Writing and been named 

as one of the National Book Award's '5 Under 35'. Bulawayo grew up in Zimbabwe. When she 

was 18, she moved to Kalamazoo, Michigan. She earned her MFA at Cornell University, and 

was a Stegner Fellow at Stanford University, where she taught fiction. She currently writes 

full-time, from wherever she finds herself. Bulawayo has said that writing Glory as an 

allegory seen through the eyes of animals gave her ‘the distance from a public drama that 

was often unfolding and changing shape as I was writing it’. She highlights folklore as a key 

influence, ‘thanks to a childhood of constant exposure to my grandmother’s fantastic animal 

stories that were generally meant to educate and entertain us way before books.’ Read her 

Booker Prize interview here 

 

 Percival Everett is the author of over 30 books since his debut, Suder was released in 1983. 

His modern classics include I Am Not Sidney Poitier, So Much Blue, Erasure, and Glyph. 

Everett was a Pulitzer Prize finalist in 2020 with his novel Telephone. He received the Ivan 

Sandrof Lifetime Achievement Award at the National Book Critics Circle Awards 2022. 

Everett has said The Trees took just over a year to write, but in a way it took his ‘63 years 

of being an American’ to create the novel. He believes that reading is one of the most 

subversive acts we can perform, commenting that ‘there’s a reason that oppressive regimes 

often resort to burning books. No one can control what minds do when reading; it is entirely 

private.’ Read his Booker Prize interview here 

 

 Alan Garner was born in Cheshire in 1934 and grew up in Alderley Edge. In 2001, he was 

awarded an OBE for his services to literature. The achievements of Garner’s long and 

distinguished career have been recognised with numerous awards and honours. In 1968, he 

won the Guardian Award and the Carnegie Medal for The Owl Service (1967) - the first 

author to win both awards for the same book. He won the Phoenix Award in 1996 for The 

Stone Book Quartet (1976-1978), and his Elidor was a 1965 runner-up for the Carnegie 

medal. Garner was also awarded the Lewis Carroll Shelf Award in 1970 for The Weirdstone 

of Brisingamen, First Prize at the Chicago International Film Festival for his film Images, 

which he wrote and presented, and the Karl Edward Wagner Award (for lifetime 

achievement) at the 2003 British Fantasy Awards. Garner says the process of writing Treacle 

https://thebookerprizes.com/events-whats-on-and-dates-for-your-diary
https://thebookerprizes.com/events-whats-on-and-dates-for-your-diary
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Walker, from initial idea to final book, took almost exactly 8 years. On being the oldest 

author to ever be recognised by the prize, he comments that ‘age, in itself, is irrelevant. 

However, as with all skills, an apprenticeship has to be served, through practice and 

experience.’ Read his Booker Prize interview here 

 

 Shehan Karunatilaka is considered one of Sri Lanka’s foremost authors. In addition to his 

novels he has written rock songs, screenplays and travel stories. Karunatilaka emerged on 

the world literary stage in 2011, when he won the Commonwealth Prize, the DSL and 

Gratiaen Prize for his debut novel, Chinaman. His songs, scripts and stories have been 

published in Rolling Stone, GQ and National Geographic. Born in Galle, Sri Lanka, 

Karunatilaka grew up in Colombo, studied in New Zealand and has lived and worked in 

London, Amsterdam and Singapore. He currently lives in Sri Lanka. The Seven Moons of 

Maali Almeida is his long-awaited second novel. Karunatilaka has said that he first started 

thinking about the novel in 2009 after the end of the Sri Lankan civil war, ‘when there was a 

raging debate over how many civilians died and whose fault it was.’ He started writing the 

novel in 2014 settling on ‘a ghost story where the dead could offer their perspective’. 

Karunatilaka comments that Sri Lankan authors often ‘specialise in gallows humour’ and 

making jokes in the face of crises. Read his Booker Prize interview here 

 

 Claire Keegan is a novelist and short story writer, whose work has won numerous awards 

and been translated into 30 languages. Keegan was brought up on a farm in Ireland. At the 

age of 17, she travelled to New Orleans, where she studied English and Political Science at 

Loyola University. She returned to Ireland in 1992, and her highly acclaimed first volume of 

short stories - Antarctica - was published in 1999. Her stories are translated into 30 

languages and have won numerous accolades. Antarctica won the Rooney Prize for Irish 

Literature. Walk the Blue Fields won the Edge Hill Prize, awarded to the finest collection of 

stories published in the British Isles. Foster won the Davy Byrnes Award and was last year 

chosen by The Times as one of the top 50 works of fiction to be published in the 21st 

century. Small Things Like These was shortlisted for the 2022 Rathbones Folio Prize. It won 

the Kerry Group Irish Novel of the Year Award and the Orwell Prize for Political Fiction. 

Keegan has said she wrote around 50 drafts of the novel, with the earliest versions being the 

hardest to write as ‘all good stories are told with varying degrees of reluctance.’ On writing 

the shortest book to ever be recognised by the prize, she comments that ‘Furlong, my 

central character, isn’t someone who says much… A longer novel would not have suited his 

personality.’ Read her Booker Prize interview here   

 

 Elizabeth Strout had a brief career in the law before becoming a writer. She didn’t tell 

people about her ambition to write, ‘because they look at you with such looks of pity. I just 

couldn’t stand that.’ Strout has subsequently become a habitué of the bestseller lists: her 

third novel alone, Olive Kitteridge, has sold more than one million copies, grossed over $25 

million and been made into an Emmy-winning television mini-series. Strout ascribes her 

career to the fact that she was ‘a very bad lawyer’ (she only practiced for six months) and 

that ‘my ears are always open… And people will tell you things. Boy, they really will.’ This is 

what gives the relationships in her books the tang of lived experience. Oh William! sees 

Strout re-visiting the iconic character of Lucy Barton. She hopes that ‘many readers have 

taken Lucy into their hearts because she is honest in what she presents, and also her voice is 

https://thebookerprizes.com/the-booker-library/features/alan-garner-interview-treacle-walker
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an intimate one, and yet leaves the reader enough space to enter the book on their own 

terms.’ Read her Booker Prize interview here   

 

Judges’ comments on the 2022 shortlisted books: 

 
 

 Glory, NoViolet Bulawayo 

‘Glory is a magical crossing of the African continent in its political excesses and its wacky 
characters. Here the fable is never far from the reality.’ 
 

 The Trees, Percival Everett 

‘Part southern noir, part something else entirely, The Trees is a dance of death with jokes - 
horrifying and howlingly funny - that asks questions about history and justice and allows not 
a single easy answer.’ 

 

 Treacle Walker, Alan Garner 

‘It’s a mysterious, beautifully written and affecting glimpse into the deep work of being 
human. Alan Garner’s stories always draw you relentlessly into their echoing metaphysical 
and emotional space: this one made some of us cry.’ 

 

 The Seven Moons of Maali Almeida, Shehan Karunatilaka 

‘Colombo, 1990: Maali Almeida is dead, and he’s as confused about how and why as you are. 
A Sri Lankan whodunnit and a race against time, Seven Moons is full of ghosts, gags and a 
deep humanity.’ 

 

 Small Things Like These, Claire Keegan 

‘Keegan is measured and merciless as she dissects the silent acquiescence of a 1980s Irish 
town in the Church’s cruel treatment of unmarried mothers— and the cost of one man’s 
moral courage.’ 

 

 Oh William!, Elizabeth Strout 

‘Oh William! is one of those quietly radiant books that finds the deepest mysteries in the 
simplest things. Strout's gentle reflections on marriage, family, love and loneliness are 
utterly piercing.’ 

  
 

The leading prize for quality fiction in English 

  

First awarded in 1969, The Booker Prize is recognised as the leading prize for literary fiction written 

in English. The list of former winners features many of the literary giants of the last five decades: 

from Iris Murdoch to Salman Rushdie, V.S. Naipaul to Hilary Mantel. 

 

The Booker Prize is supported by Crankstart, a charitable foundation.  

ENDS 

For all press enquiries please contact the Four Culture team: 

Julie Holman Julie.Holman@FourCommunications.com | +44 (0)7841 672 393 

Eleanor Gibson Eleanor.Gibson@FourCommunications.com | +44 (0)7384 525 244 
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Notes to Editors 

 

 Shortlisted book synopses, author biographies, author images, jacket images and social media 
graphics are available to download here 

 

 The Booker Prize – awarded annually in the autumn – is the leading literary award in the 
English speaking world. It was first awarded in 1969 and has brought recognition, reward and 
readership to outstanding fiction for over five decades. It was called the Man Booker Prize for 
Fiction when sponsored by Man Group from 2002-2018. Each year, the prize is awarded to 
what is, in the opinion of the judges, the best work of long-form fiction written in English and 
published in the UK and Ireland, irrespective of the nationality or citizenship of the author. 
The winner receives £50,000 as well as the £2,500 awarded to each of the six shortlisted 
authors. Both the winner and the shortlisted authors are guaranteed a global readership and 
can expect a dramatic increase in book sales. The 2022 longlist was announced on July 26 and 
the shortlist was announced on September 6. The winner will be announced on October 17. 

 
The 2021 winner was Damon Galgut with The Promise. The morning after the announcement, 
the book was number one on Amazon’s bestseller chart. Two weeks after the win, Chatto & 
Windus announced that it had reprinted 153,000 copies of The Promise, having sold 23,878 
copies in hardback, 14,622 of which sold in the two weeks following the news – a 1,925% jump 
in volume compared with the previous two weeks. Rights to The Promise have now been sold 
in 35 territories and it has been a bestseller in Germany and Greece. 
 
The influence of the prize extends far beyond the initial months after a win. Girl, Woman, 
Other, by Bernardine Evaristo co-winner of the 2019 Booker Prize, was the 7th most popular 
title borrowed from UK public libraries for the 2020/21 Public Lending Right year. 
 

 The rules state that a longlist of 12 or 13 books – the ‘Booker Dozen’ – is to be selected, 
followed by a shortlist of six from which the winner is chosen. UK and Irish publishers may 
submit works of long form fiction written in the English language and published in the UK or 
Ireland between October 1, 2021 and September 30, 2022. The number of works a publisher 
can submit will depend on that publisher’s inclusion in longlists over the previous five years, 
as follows: 

  
- Publishers with no longlistings – 1 submission  
- Publishers with 1 or 2 longlisting(s) – 2 submissions  
- Publishers with 3 or 4 longlistings – 3 submissions  
- Publishers with 5 or more longlistings – 4 submissions  
 
This means that the number of submissions for each publisher may change from year to year. 
A new work by any author who has previously been shortlisted for the Booker Prize (pre-2002 
or post-2018) or Man Booker Prize (2002-2018) is automatically eligible.  
 
The judges also ‘call-in’ a number of works each year. In addition to their main submission(s), 
a publisher may provide a list of up to five titles for consideration, accompanied by a 
justification from the editor. The judges are required to call-in no fewer than eight and no 
more than 12 of these titles. The judges are also permitted to call-in other works published 
within the requisite dates, even if the work has not been submitted through any other route.  
 
There are no fees for publishers to submit books to the prize, nor to be longlisted, shortlisted 
or win. 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/99nznsgg91hhvs7/AABrNUBe6hJrrEetHX2syQXXa?dl=0


 

 
The rules of the prize were changed at the end of 2013 to embrace the English language ‘in 
all its vigour, its vitality, its versatility and its glory’, opening it up to writers beyond the UK 
and Commonwealth, providing they were writing novels in English and published in the UK. 
Novels published in Ireland have been eligible since 2018. 

 

 The International Booker Prize – awarded annually in spring – is for the best single work of 
fiction translated into English and published in the UK and Ireland. It was known until 2019 as 
the Man Booker International Prize when sponsored by Man Group. The winner's prize purse is 
£50,000; £25,000 for the author and £25,000 for the translator (or divided equally between 
multiple translators). There will be a prize of £5,000 for each of the shortlisted titles: £2,500 
for the author and £2,500 for the translator (or divided equally between multiple translators). 
The announcement of the 2022 International Booker Prize winner, Tomb of Sand, written by 
Geetanjali Shree and translated by Daisy Rockwell, was met with both public and critical 
acclaim. The novel made history as the first book originally written in any Indian language to 
win the prize. The book’s British publisher, Tilted Axis, ordered a 15,000 re-print the day 
after the winner announcement, and sales saw a 877% jump week on week in volume. 
HarperVia acquired the rights in the US shortly after.  

 

 The International Booker Prize 2023 judging panel chaired by the prize-winning French-
Moroccan novelist, Leïla Slimani. The panel also includes Uilleam Blacker, one of Britain’s 
leading literary translators from Ukrainian; Tan Twan Eng, the Booker-shortlisted Malaysian 
novelist; Parul Sehgal, staff writer and critic at the New Yorker; and Frederick Studemann, 
Literary Editor of the Financial Times. The 2023 judging panel will be looking for the best 
work of translated fiction, selected from entries published in the UK or Ireland between 1 May 
2022 and 30 April 2023. 

 

 The recently relaunched website, thebookerprizes.com – supported by Twitter, Facebook, 
Instagram and TikTok accounts, as well as a YouTube channel – is a unique online space which 
showcases the 500+ exceptional books that have won, or been longlisted or shortlisted for the 
Booker Prize and International Booker Prize. The site aims to be an entertaining and 
illuminating content destination that combines both practical information about the prizes 
past and present with fresh and original features to bring the books and their authors to life, 
encouraging readers new and old to visit and revisit titles in the ‘Booker Library’.  
 

 The Director of the Booker Prize Foundation is Gaby Wood. The Administrator of The 
International Booker Prize is Fiammetta Rocco – senior editor and culture correspondent, The 
Economist. 
 

 The Booker Prize Foundation is a registered charity (no 1090049) established in 2002. Its 
purpose is to promote the art and value of literature for the public benefit and its mission is 
to inspire people to read the world’s best fiction. It is driven by a simple belief – great fiction 
not only brings joy to millions, it has the power to change the way we think about the world 
we live in. It is responsible for awarding the Booker Prize for Fiction and the International 
Booker Prize. Other aspects of the Foundation’s work include reading initiatives in prisons, 
writers’ visits to universities, the distribution of books to disadvantaged readers, the funding 
of Braille and audio editions of Booker Prize books through the RNIB, and awarding the annual 
UEA Booker Prize Foundation Scholarship.  
 

 The trustees of the Booker Prize Foundation are: Mark Damazer (chair) – freelance journalist 
and former broadcast executive; Tony Damer (treasurer) – member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants; Nick Barley – director, Edinburgh International Book Festival; Carol 



 

Lake – President of the JPMorgan Chase Foundation; Ben Okri - poet and author; MT Rainey – 
strategist, agency founder and social entrepreneur; Professor Dame Louise Richardson – vice 
chancellor of the University of Oxford; Nicki Sheard – chief marketing officer, BBC Studios; 
The Rt Hon. Lord David Willetts – writer, ex-minister and advocate of fairness between the 
generations. 
 

 The Booker Prize Foundation Advisory Committee, which advises on any changes to the rules 
and on the selection of the judges, represents all aspects of the book world. Its members are: 
Nic Bottomley – co-founder, Mr B’s Emporium of Reading Delights; Jamie Byng – publisher, 
Canongate Books; James Daunt – managing director of Waterstones; Jonathan Douglas CBE – 
director of the National Literacy Trust; Adam Freudenheim – publisher, Pushkin Press; Daniel 
Hahn OBE - writer and translator; Sharmaine Lovegrove – publisher, Dialogue Books; Emma 
Paterson – agent, Aitken Alexander Associates; Fiammetta Rocco – senior editor and culture 
correspondent, The Economist, and The International Booker Prize Administrator; Eve Smith 
– Secretary, Booker Prize Foundation; Boyd Tonkin – writer and critic; Helen Williams – Legal 
Counsel of Booker Group plc. It is chaired by Gaby Wood - Director, Booker Prize Foundation.   
 

 Crankstart, a charitable foundation, is the exclusive funder of the Booker Prize and the 
International Booker Prize. 
 

 Four Culture handles PR, comms and event management for the prizes and provides all events 
and administrative back-up. 
 

 Booker Group is the UK's leading food & drink wholesaler with branches nationwide and a 

delivery network. It serves over 400,000 catering customers and 100,000 independent 

retailers. 

 

 In 2009, the Booker Prize Foundation and the University of East Anglia came together to 
create the UEA Booker Prize Foundation Scholarship. The Creative Writing course at UEA is a 
close historical relative of the Booker Prize, boasting as it does a number of alumni who 
have gone on to win the prize – including Anne Enright, Kazuo Ishiguro and Ian McEwan. 

 
It is awarded annually to a an applicant who has already been offered a place to study for 
an MA in Prize Fiction, but who in many cases would not be able to afford to accept were it 
not for the support of the Booker Prize Foundation. The scholar is chosen each year by 
members of the Creative Writing department in collaboration with the Director of the 
Booker Prize Foundation. Many past scholars have since met with acclaim as published 
authors.  

 
The scholar for 2022/23 will be Zanta Nkumane (Eswatini).The past scholars are: 
 
2009-10   D.W. Wilson (Canada)  
2010-11   Anthony Good (UK) 
2011-12   Eliza Robertson (Canada) 
2012-13   Sharlene Teo (Singapore) 
2013-14   Sarah Young (New Zealand) 
2014-15   Anna Pook (UK) 
2015-16   Kristien Potgieter (South Africa) 
2016-17   Alake Pilgrim (Trinidad) 
2017-18   Francis Gosper (Australia) 
2018-19   Stephen Buoro (Nigeria) 
2019-20   Daniel Wiles (UK) 



 

2020-21   Esther Opeoluwa (Ope) Adedeji (Nigeria) 
2021-22   Michael Egan (UK) 
 

 The Booker Prize Foundation has a longstanding partnership with RNIB (Royal National 
Institute of Blind People). The Foundation funds the production of The Booker Prize for Fiction 
shortlisted titles in braille and audio, which the RNIB produces by the date the winner is 
announced. It also funds the production of the winner of the International Booker Prize in 
these formats. The accessible versions are then made available to the tens of thousands of 
blind and partially sighted members of the RNIB Library. People with sight loss have a limited 
choice of books in accessible formats and often have to wait much longer than their sighted 
peers for titles to be made available to them – and there are many more books that they will 
never have the chance to read. The Foundation is working with RNIB to change this story. For 
further information contact the RNIB PR Team on 020 7391 2223 or pressoffice@rnib.org.uk  
 

 The Booker Prize Foundation has partnered with the National Literary Trust since 2012 to 
deliver Books Unlocked. The Foundation funds the programme, which has transformed the 
lives of prisoners and young offenders in the UK by helping them develop a love of reading. 
Prisoners are able to engage with high-quality writing as copies of The Booker Prize for Fiction 
and International Booker Prize shortlisted titles are sent out to prison reading groups. These 
same titles are also serialised as audiobooks on National Prison Radio, which is broadcast into 
c.80,000 cells, enabling still more prisoners to experience these exceptional stories. Authors 
go into prisons to discuss their writing directly with reading groups and many also record 
interviews on National Prison Radio. The shared vision for Books Unlocked is to bring about 
positive change in prisoners’ life chances. Since 1993, the National Literacy Trust has led the 
campaign to transform the future of the UK’s most disadvantaged young people by improving 
their literacy levels: literacytrust.org.uk/programmes/books-unlocked/     
 

 The Booker Prize Archive was given on loan in 2003 to Oxford Brookes University, where it 
now resides. 
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